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katsomalla koska ihmisen silmän nopeus ei riitä. Tätä varten tarvitaan suurnopeuskamera, jolla
saa otettua videon koneesta. Videota voi katsoa kuva kuvalta ja todeta näkyykö laitteessa vikaa.
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In industries where fast moving machinery are used, like in a paper mill, there is a need to be able
to take short videoclips of a machine that is suspected to have a fault. These faults cannot be seen
by the slow human eye, but a high-speed camera can show the operator frame by frame how the
machine is performing. In this thesis is researched if such a camera system can be made and what
it requires.
First the clients functional requirements are listed and evaluated. Then hardware is introduced,
and the suitable components are chosen. A working camera software was written in C++ for Linux
to demonstrate the system. Its requirements are laid out and then a main computer is chosen that
reflects the software and hardware requirements. In the last chapter the working camera code is
explained in detail.
It was discovered that it is possible to make a portable high-speed camera system. The components work well together, and the software can be made to be upgradeable for future use. As
computer Nvidia’s Jetson TX2 was chosen, as it has great performance also for future needs while
maintaining a strict power budget.
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ABBREVIATIONS
GUI

Graphical User Interface

fps

Frames Per Second

SOC

System On Chip

HMI

Human Machine Interface

full HD

full High definition

I2C

Inter-Integrated Circuit Bus

SPI

Serial Peripheral Interface

RS-232

Recommended Standard 232

API

Application Program Interface

ARM

Advanced RISC Machine

USB

Universal Serial Bus

MP

MegaPixels

GPIO

General Purpose Input and Output

V

Volt

DC

Direct Current

mW

MilliWatt

LED

Light Emitting Diode

PCB

Printed Circuit Board

kohm

KiloOhm

HDMI

High Definition Multimedia Interface

SD

Secure Digital

MB

MegaByte

BMS

Battery Management System

LiPo

Lithium Polymer

LiFePo4

Lithium iron (Ferro) Phosphate

IDE

Integrated Development Environment

eMMC

Embedded Multi-Media Controller

GB

GigaByte

RAM

Random Access Memory

CPU

Central Processing Unit

GPU

Graphics Processing Unit

OpenGL

Open Graphics Library

ETSI EKA
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OpenCL

Open Computing Language

CUDA

Compute Unified Device Architecture

UNIX

(UNICS) Uniplexed Information and Computing Service

SSD

Solid State Drive

SATA3

Serial Advanced Technology Attachment version 3

IO

Input and Output

ITX

Information Technology eXtended

WLAN

Wireless Local-Area Network

GHz

GigaHertz

MHz

MegaHertz

SDK

Software Development Kit
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1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this master’s thesis is to research different components and software needed for a
high-speed camera for Mill Optics Oy. The purpose of the camera is to take a short video clip of
a fast-moving machine to determine if something is malfunctioning. The high-speed camera is
needed to be able to see beyond what the human eye is capable off.
In addition to this written thesis, a software was written to be able to use a high-speed camera
with a Linux computer. The software consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) to be able to see
the camera picture and to be able to change settings. It also implements all hardware components
so that they work smoothly together.
1.1 Background of the device
When producing goods in factories there are many fast-moving machines. Like in any process,
there are unexpected faults that need to be repaired as fast as possible to be able to minimise the
damage. Even small delays in the production are big economical losses. [29]
To be able to minimise the delays and damages, a fast way to locate the problem is needed. In
slow moving production lines, the bare eye of a worker can spot the faults. But in high speed
applications the human eye is too slow, and a helping device is needed. For this purpose, the
device for this thesis was produced.
The device shall take high quality video with a speed of 150 fps (frames per second) with the help
of a bright camera light. The camera focus is controlled by the user with a digitally controlled
liquid lens. An embedded computer or SOC (system on chip) is the core of the device. As HMI
(human machine interface), a display and a keypad is used.
In this thesis the functional requirements of the device are evaluated, hardware component choices
are described, and the most suitable components are chosen. The written code and tools are explained, and hardware tests are evaluated and explained. A specific list of topics included in the
thesis and in the hardware work can be found in table 1.
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Table 1. Scope of work for thesis and outside of thesis

Included in thesis

Included in hardware work

x
x
x

x

Choosing of main computer
Choosing rest of the hardware
Evaluating hardware
Implementing hardware
Functional requirements
Software requirements
Comaparison of hardware
Writing and testing code
Explaining code
Explaining device functionality

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

1.2 Goal
The goal of this thesis is to research what hardware and software is needed to achieve a good
high-speed camera solution. Different SOCs are evaluated and speed tests are carried out. The
code is inspected and evaluated. The goal is to create a proof of concept camera system that can
be developed further towards a retail product.
1.3 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is beginning with an introduction as seen above, where the background of the idea
behind the thesis is explained. The work included in the thesis and what is done with the real
device is differentiated.
Chapter 2 is the chapter where hardware and software requirements are presented and explained.
First functional requirements are set and then all hardware and software components and their
requirements are introduced.
Chapter 3 is all about hardware comparison. More specific the main computer candidates are
evaluated, tested, and ranked according to what is most suitable for the high-speed camera system.
In chapter 4 the chosen main computer is explained in detail to give a good insight in what the
computer consists of and what it is capable off.
Chapter 5 consists of explaining the code of the high-speed camera. All variables, functions, macros, and coding choices are explained in detail. The whole code is gone through line for line and
the functionality is explained.
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Chapter 6 is summary and conclusion where the thesis and results are explained in a compact
version
2 MILL OPTICS HIGH SPEED CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS
In this chapter is described what a high-speed camera system is and how it works. The required
components of the system are described and the theory behind them is gone through. Also, the
specified requirements in the project are discussed.
2.1 Functional requirements
The functional requirements are requirements that the product must include. They are the corner
stones of the whole project. When specifying them, it is hard to know what is plausible because
there is not at that point a clear view of what the hardware is capable of. It is not even known
what the final hardware will be.
The functional requirements were agreed with Mill Optics according to what they saw as the
needed functionalities in the camera:
-

At least full HD (high definition) resolution video. There are many high-speed camera
manufacturers and the competition is tough. For this reason, only the best option should
be chosen. Full HD video quality is becoming the normal in video quality requirements,
so it is natural to go with the specifications the consumer is assuming.

-

150 fps video speed is required. This video speed is a good compromise because it is not
very fast, but it is fast enough for most applications. A video of a high-speed moving
object can be achieved with good results. Framerate could be lower or higher but for the
proof of concept, only one framerate was chosen.

-

Camera lens focus needs to be adjusted manually from keypad by the user. The camera
will be used in harsh environments and the camera system enclosure will be moisture
proof. It would be impossible to adjust the focus by rotating the focus ring on the lens.
For this reason, the only way to adjust focus is to have large pushbuttons which can be
operated outside of the case with gloves on. Mill Optics wants to have manual focus
instead of automatic focus because a professional achieves better focus by hand compared
to automatic mode. Communication between lens and computer needs to be I2C (InterIntegrated Circuit Bus), SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) or RS-232 (recommended standard 232).

-

A custom keypad to be able to use the device with gloves on in a humid environment.
The device can be used for example in a paper mill, which is an extremely humid and
warm environment. The operator has gloves on, and he does not always have the option
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to look at the device when operating it. For this reason, a keypad must be the main method
to use the device. A touch screen would be more modern, but it would render the device
unusable in the environment it is designed to work in.
-

A screen to be able to look at the camera picture while filming. Also, to be able to look
at videos later. The screen is an essential part of the device. The operator needs to see
what he is going to film. It is also practical to be able to look at the video straight after
filming. This way the problem might be found on site and it can eventually be repaired at
the same time.

-

Mill Optics LebBeast camera light that is integrated into the device. When filming in
high-speed, bright illumination is essential. Normal indoor light conditions make the
video very dark. LedBeast is a stroboscopic light, which means that instead of being illuminated all the time, it blinks according to an input pulse signal. This gives the advantage
that the light runs cooler and stray light is minimised because the filmed object is illuminated only when camera is taking a picture.

-

Linux as operating system. Linux is open source software and it is free to use. It is a
lightweight operating system and it is very stable in comparison to Windows, which could
have been chosen.

2.2 Hardware requirements
To be able to produce a portable high-speed camera, many specific hardware devices are needed.
Every component is as important and not even one can be left out. In this chapter the already
selected components are described and analyzed.
2.2.1 Ximea xiC USB3 camera
The Ximea xiC camera family, as seen in picture of figure 1 was chosen because of its small
physical size, low power consumption, features it offers and affordable price in comparison with
other brand cameras. Ximea camera application program interface (API) support ARM (Advanced RISC Machine) processors which are widely used in SOC which was the most probable
outcome for processor choice.
The xiC series cameras are monochrome or colour cameras and they interface with a computer
through USB 3.1 (Universal Serial Bus) connection. The different models use either USB-C, micro-USB or ribbon cable connection.
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Figure 1. Ximea xiC camera housing [7]

The camera sensors are made by Sony and they range from 2,3 to 12,4 MP (megapixels). The
model with the lowest resolution has a maximum framerate of 165 fps and the one with the highest
resolution has 31 fps. The framerate can be lower, and it is freely configured with the API. Additionally, the cameras have GPIO (general purpose input and output) pins, which can be used to
give signals to other devices in the system. For example, a signal can be given to the camera light
when it needs to blink.
For Mill Optics needs the MC023MG-SY was chosen. It has a 2,3 MP monochrome sensor with
a maximum framerate of 165 fps at resolution 1936 x 1216 pixels. The connection to the computer
is USB 3.1 through a micro-USB cable. The camera is capable of 150 fps at its native resolution
of 1936 x 1216, so it is accepted compared to the functional requirements.
[1]
2.2.2 Corning Varioptics liquid lens
The complete Mill Optics camera system will be in a moisture proof enclosure. Therefore, it is
not possible to have a lens that is adjusted by hand. The Varioptics lens has a liquid lens as in
picture of figure 2 that changes its form according to what voltage is applied to it. This makes it
possible to change focus with electrical signals and without moving parts. This makes the lens
significantly more robust than conventional mechanical lenses. The lens features all electronics
inside the lens housing. This makes installation and handling easy, because only one cable is
coming out from the lens. [2]
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Figure 2. Varioptics liquid lens [4]

When ordering a Varioptic lens there are some specifications that need to be considered. The
communication protocol can be chosen freely from RS-232, I2C, SPI or analog voltage control.
Analog control is available along with I2C or RS-232. SPI does not support it.
The lens chosen for the camera system is a Varioptic C-C-39N0-160-I2C as seen in picture of
figure 3. It consists of a liquid lens and connection to a 2/3” sensor. It has a focal length of 16 mm
with a F-number of 2,8. Focus can be adjusted from 11 cm to infinity. The lens operating voltage
is very wide, from 3,3 V to 24 V DC (Volt, Direct Current). Power consumption is 330 - 600 mW
(milliwatt) depending on the input voltage. This lens is suitable for the project because it fulfils
the functional requirements and it is compatible with the Ximea camera described in chapter 2.3.1.
Varioptic does not include a software library for controlling the lens. With basic knowledge of
the chosen serial protocol and the help of the register cheat sheet supplied by the manufacturer, it
is easy to implement own code for controlling the focus and other features of the lens.
[5]

Figure 3. Lens used in the camera setup [5]
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2.2.3 Mill Optics Led Beast strobe LED light
The camera light is a very important part of a high-speed camera system. The shutter speed is so
fast that normal room lighting is too weak to give the camera sensor enough light: the video will
be too dark. Mill Optics has an own product Led Beast, that is a modular LED (light emitting
diode) light designed for high speed filming. Compared to a generic LED flashlight, Led Beast
does not provide power to the LEDs constantly. Instead it blinks the LEDs for a predetermined
time, configured by the user, for each input pulse. This gives thermal benefit as the LEDs are
producing heat and light only when needed. Also, stray light in the video and power consumption
is minimised.
The light module consists of a LED array mounted on a thermally conducting PCB (printed circuit
board) and the control electronics. The electronics has a microprocessor that controls the duration
of a light pulse and how the signal is handled. Led Beast blinks the LED array one time for each
input signal. The signal can be either digital or analog. There is also an internal optional pull up
resistor and ground connection so that digital signals can be controlled without an external pullup or pull-down resistor. This light unit fits in the functional requirements because it is the only
possible light for the camera system: Mill Optics wants to use their own product.
During the research and configuration of the light module a design fault was found. The company
that designed the light module had skipped essential tests which led to a too weak internal pullup resistor. The cause of this was that the digital signal was never grounded properly, which led
to that the processor never got the blink signal and LEDs did not blink. The problem was fixed
by replacing the internal 1 kohm (kiloohm) pull-up resistor with a 100 ohm resistor. Another
solution is to disable the internal resistor and use an external resistor and power source.
2.2.4 Hardkernel Odroid-VU7 Plus 7” display
The display is a Hardkernel Odroid-VU7 Plus 7” touch screen, seen in picture of figure 4. It is a
capacitive multi-touch colour screen with HDMI (high definition multimedia interface) interface.
Resolution is 1024x600 but the screen supports upscaled full HD 1920x1080 mode.
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Figure 4. Odroid-VU7 plus touch screen [6]

The display was chosen because it was a suitable model for the high-speed camera in physical
size and features perspective. It has a high resolution compared to other screens in the same size
range and the price is more affordable. The display module is a discontinued product so in the
future, the update version Odroid-VU7A plus will be used.
Both VU7 Plus and VU7A plus use HDMI input and 5 V input voltage from either a USB port or
from some other 5V source. These two are the main requirements for the camera system. Both
native and upscaled resolutions are standard resolutions, so they are not considered as big concerns when choosing a driving system for the screen. Both screens fulfill the functional requirements and they can be swapped with each other without it influencing the system.
[6]
2.2.5 Keypad
The high-speed camera will be used in harsh industrial environments. The user can have gloves
on while using the camera. For this reason, a touch screen is not suitable for normal use. A custom
keypad as seen in picture of figure 5 was designed. It consists of six pushbuttons to be able to
control the needed functions of the device. The buttons are labelled with numbers from one to six.
In the final product the buttons will have names and the arrangement will be different.
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Figure 5. Prototype keypad

The schematic diagram of the keypad can be seen in figure 6. It is a very simple design to use
with GPIO ports on the computer. A more sophisticated way would be to make the keypad use
serial communication like I2C but the computer had enough available GPIO ports so there was
not a need to make the design more complicated. The keypad works by either grounding the GPIO
through the 1 kohm resistors when button is not pushed or by supplying 3,3V to the input pin.
The 1 kohm resistors cannot be left out from the design. If they are missing, the button would be
in an unspecified state. In other words, it would not be a digital 1 or digital 0. It would be something between, and the computer would interpret it faultily.
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Figure 6. Schematic of prototype keypad

The buttons have different functionalities depending on if the camera is in live preview mode,
video capture mode or video preview mode. In table 2 are the different functions for the buttons.
Table 2. Keypad button functions in different modes

Button number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Live preview mode
Exposure time shorter
Exposure time longer
Focus more macro
Focus more tele
Coarse / fine mode
Start video capture

Video capture mode

Go to live preview
Go to video preview

Video preview mode
Pause
Play
Jump 1 frame forward
Jump 1 frame backward
Go to live preview

2.2.6 Connectivity
When a video is captured, it can be watched afterwards on the devices screen. This works in the
field, but the videos have to be able to be moved out from the device. This is done by a SD
memory (secure digital) card. The SD card must be connected to the device to be able to take a
video.
To be able to use an SD card, the computer must have an SD card reader. The card needs to be
preformatted and the memory size must be at least 512 MB (megabyte) or the same size as computers maximum supported memory size is. The memory card speed class needs to be higher than
what the video writing and reading speed is.
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2.2.7 Battery and battery management
The high-speed camera system will be portable and thus needs a battery and a BMS (battery
management system). The battery needs to last at least two hours and an energy budget is calculated according to this. The battery type will be LiPo (lithium polymer) or LiFePo4 (lithium iron
phosphate).
There are two possible approaches to the battery system. One is to choose an off the shelf product,
that includes all needed components inside an enclosure. The other is to build the battery system
from components. When doing it from components the freedom of choice gives a lot of advantage.
Commonly the ready-made battery banks do not give out the battery charge level and the user
have no choice over what battery cells the power bank consists of. They can be good quality cells
or not. Also, the ready-made enclosures make the battery pack bigger in physical size and the
form of the battery cannot be chosen freely. In the picture below is a comparison of how a selfmade battery layout could be compared to a ready-made system. Readymade battery banks have
one very strong benefit over a self-made system: they are easy to acquire, and very little time is
needed for designing the battery system.

Picture 7. Comparison of an off the shelf battery bank and different layouts of 18650 LiPo cells

One of the computers that are compared in this thesis is the Nvidia TX2. It is the only one of the
three which has the off the shelf capability to use custom battery packs. The battery specification
for Jetson TX2 is a battery consisting of 2 – 4 series connected Li+ cells or cell groups, battery
charger, fuel gauge and power monitor. A battery system diagram can be seen below. TX2 has
connections for the battery, but user must choose fuel gauge and power monitor suitable for the
specific system needs. The fuel gauge tells TX2 how full the battery is in percentage and power
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monitor informs the processor when an over current situation happening. Charger, power monitor
and fuel gauge can be included in one battery handling chip, as the TI BQ24735. All communication between TX2 and battery system is made with I2C communication.
[17]

Figure 8. Reference charging system for TX2 family computers [17]

The charging- and battery management is not a functional requirement for the prototype camera
system, but it is an important part in any handheld device. Thus, it is not a functional requirement
at the moment. When the battery becomes a functional requirement, the computer will need either
a dedicated battery management system or a readymade power bank. A readymade power bank
will not give out its charge information to the computer, but it is a very easy approach.
To be able to acquire a suitable battery, three criteria must be met: correct voltage level, ability
to give out enough current and large enough capacity of the battery to be able to meet the usage
time criteria. These calculations are not part of this thesis.
2.3 Software requirements
To be able to create a software that the customer is satisfied with, the requirements must be made
and met. In this chapter the requirements are gone through. The operating system is specified to
be Linux, so all software have been installed and used with a version of Ubuntu specified in table
3.
2.3.1 Code language
When writing a program, a specific computer language is used. There are many possibilities like
Java, C++, Python among others. They all have their advantages and disadvantages. Javas and
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Pythons biggest disadvantages are that they are relatively slow and memory consuming. C++ is
fast and time critical code can be tuned. C++ was chosen in this project because many of the used
libraries are written in C++ and the coder had strongest knowledge in C++. There is a possibility
that more than one code languages are desired in future revisions of the code. This is possible but
it is not covered in the thesis.
2.3.2 Integrated development environment
An IDE (Integrated Development Environment) is a program that makes writing the code easier.
Code can be written for example on Windows Notepad, but the coder will soon realize that additional features would make the coding process much easier. These include among others compiling from inside the IDE, highlighting commands in different colours, setting the intent automatically and collapsing of code snippets.
For this project Geany IDE was chosen. The reason is the clear and easy usability, functionality,
and license: Geny is published under GPLv2+ so it is free to use and modify. It is highly customizable due to plugins and the community support is good. [18]
No other IDEs were tested during this project. Geany is a very well working and easy to use
software so there was no need to search for something else. The code was opened once in Notepad++ for reading purposes but no desire to start using it arouse.
2.3.3 Code structure, upgradeability, and future development
The code is written as readable and as easy as possible. It is thoroughly commented, and different
functions are clearly separated from each other. The code is written as logical as possible following the same structure guidelines throughout the software.
The code needs to be upgradeable. This is achieved with a good code structure. When the product
lives on, new features are needed, and these must be implemented in the existing code. It would
be disastrous if the code would need to be written from the beginning for each additional feature.
One option is to make the software accept add-ins so that custom programs can be implemented
inside the main software. This was not a part of the prototype and not a functional requirement
for the system, but it can be implemented in the future.

3 COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT COMPUTING MODULES
To be able to choose a suitable computer for the high-speed camera project, there are many criteria
that needs to be fulfilled, as seen in table 3. It would be easy to take the fastest computer available,
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but size and cost would not meet the requirements. Or the cheapest computer would make compromises in performance and reliability. In this chapter are compared one traditional laptop computer and two different small size SOCs.
Table 3. Requirements for the high-speed camera system

Requirement

Minimum requirement

Desired requirement

Operating system

Operating system is specified as
Linux

Linux

-

Screen resolution

Camera resolution is a little bit
better than fullHD so as close to it
is better

1024 x 600

fullHD

Screen size

Big enough but small. 7" is a good
compromise

5"

7"

RAM size

Must be large enough to hold
enough video frames. Memory
cannot run out during a video
shoot

2 Gb

8 Gb

RAM speed

Fast enough to transfer photos
from camera to RAM

350 Mb / s

-

Hard disk size

Must be able to hold the operating
system, camera software and one
video

16 Gb

32 Gb or bigger

Hard disk speed

Hard disk speed is not so critical if
RAM speed is enough and size is
big enough

15 Mb / s

30 Mb / s

Power consumption

Lower power consumption means
better battery life

< 15 W

<5W

Keypad

Only essential buttons are needed

-

6 buttons

Price

The computers need to be as
cheap as possible without compromising functionality

-

< 500 €

Size and weight

The device needs to be handheld,
preferably with one hand

-

200 x 150 x 50 mm
and < 1,5 kg
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Below is table 4 with the specifications for the different computers.
Table 4. Specifications of the computers

Thinkpad T470s
Operating system

Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS

Operating system Kernel

5.3.0-26-generic
(x86_64)

Processor type

Intel Core i5-7200U

Processor cores

4

Processor maximum speed
[MHz]
RAM [Gb]

Odroid XU-4
Ubuntu 18.04.4
LTS
4.14.176174armv7l
Samsung
Exynos5422
4 x ARM CortexA15
4 x ARM Cortex-A7

Jetson TX2
Ubuntu 18.04.3
LTS
4.9.140-tegra
ARM Cortex-A57
Nvidia Denver 2
4 x Cortex-A57
2 x Denver

3100

2000

2000

8

2

GPU

Intel HD graphics 620

Mali-T628 MP6

GPU maximum speed [MHz]

1050
Shared with processor
SSD
256

600
Shared with processor
eMMC
16

8
Nvidia Pascal 256core
1300
Shared with processor
eMMC
32

GPU RAM [Gb]
Hard drive type
Hard drive size [Gb]

3.1 Lenovo Thinkpad T470s laptop computer
The Lenovo Thinkpad T470s, as seen in picture of figure 9, is a widely used computer especially
in the business sector. It is robust, reliable and it has a good battery life. For the high-speed camera
project its drawbacks are size, price and connectivity. The laptop is built around a 14” screen,
which makes it a really big combination with the high-speed camera. Cables cannot be hidden
easily which makes the device clumsy and hard to use.
[3]
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Figure 9 Lenovo T470s laptop computer [3]

The computer has a full-size keyboard, which would be cumbersome to use in a harsh environment. False keystrokes would be easily made, and it would be hard to push the correct button. On
the positive side, the computer comes as one fully functional package and it is easy to get the
system running.
3.2 Hardkernel Odroid-XU4 SOC
The XU4 SOC, seen in picture of figure 10, is an interesting system in the small computers market. The processor is borrowed from Samsung Galaxy S5 mobile phone and it is much faster
compared to Raspberry Pie 3, which is the market leader in home use SOC. XU4 is cheap and its
connectivity is good.
The speciality with the SOC is that instead of using a SD (secure digital) memory card, it uses an
eMMC5.0 (embedded multi-media controller) memory module, which is many times faster than
an SD card. This boosts the performance of the system significantly and makes the user experience better. [23]
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Figure 10. Odroid XU-4 computer [22]

3.3 Nvidia Jetson TX2 SOC
The Jetson TX2 SOC is a powerful small size computer that is designed around a powerful
graphics card. The purpose is that the computer is capable of doing real-time image calculations
at a high speed. For example, object recognition, machine learning and high quality video encoding and decoding. The SOC is small, only 50 mm x 87 mm, and is power efficient with an average
of 7,5 W power consumption. It is easily integrated into small spaces.
One of the main ideas behind Jetson TX2 is that the user can configure freely what connectivity
ports are needed. The basic TX2 module consists of the bare minimum, as seen in picture of figure
11, including a large connector. From this connector the user can design a motherboard with all
the needed connections and functionality
[8]
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The base unit has an ARM quad-core Cortex-A57 and NVIDIA Denver2 processor, 8 GB (gigabyte) RAM (random access memory), 256-core Pascal GPU and 32 Gb eMMC solid state
memory.[9]

Figure 11. Nvidia Jetson TX2 SOC [8]

3.4 Speed comparison
To be able to determine the speed of the different systems, benchmarking software are available.
The software suite used was Phoronix Test Suite, which is a platform for automating hardware
tests. It includes more than 450 tests and self-made tests can be added. The test suite takes care
of running the tests, collecting results, and uploading them to an online database.
The tests range from motherboard sensor tests, which are typically temperature, fan speed or other
sensors, to different kinds of CPU (central processing unit), GPU (graphical processing unit) and
memory tests. CPU tests can be single- or multithreaded, test different functions of the CPU or
be a torture test to see if the device is stable and the system can withhold the temperature in a safe
range. GPU tests are for different functionalities of the GPU. There are tests for different libraries,
like OpenGL (Open Graphics Library), OpenCL (Open Computing Language), CUDA (Compute
Unified Device Architecture) and others. Tests can benchmark and as with the CPU, also performance and stability. Other tests are RAM tests and hard drive speed tests, among others.
It is possible to create test suites which includes a set of tests that will be run automatically one
after the other. This makes testing easy and removes workload from the testing personal. It is also
possible to start the test sequences remotely or even build an own test server from which a big
number of computers can be monitored and tested. When running a test, Phoronix monitors the
results and makes addition test runs of results differ too much from each other.[10]
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The test chosen for the computer candidates were chosen to test the CPU, GPU, RAM and hard
drive speeds. The tests give a complete picture of the performance of the different computers. All
tests were made with the newest version of Phoronix test suite (9.6.0).
3.4.1 CPU tests
For CPU tests one test program was selected. It is called QGears2. It is a CPU and GPU benchmark using Qt4. The purpose of this test is to benchmark how different rendering backends perform. It is written by Zack Rusin and it is based on a test called Cairogears. [24]
QGears2 has three different tests: Gears, Text and Image scaling. In this benchmark Gears and
image scaling were chosen. The image scaling test consists of an image that is scaled, and another
image is moved on top of the first image. Framerate is calculated and it gives the final score. The
test was made in 1920 x 1080 resolution.
The Gears test draws gears and bitmaps on the screen and calculates the fps value.
3.4.2 GPU tests
To test the GPUs, two different graphics tests were chosen: GLmark2 and QGears2. Qgears2 did
the same tests as with the CPU except that the calculation was done with the GPU using OpenGL
library.
GLmark2 is an OpenGL 2.0 and OpenGL ES 2.0 benchmarking tool. It tests the GPU by drawing
different objects on screen and moving them, for example a horse and a cat that are circulating
around themselves. The lightning conditions change to make the testing more demanding. There
are also 2D graphics tests. GLmark2 is written by Alexandros Frantzis and Jesse Barker. It is
based on GLmark written by Ben Smith. [25]. All the tests were run in 1920 x 1080 resolution.
3.4.3 RAM tests
To test RAM speed a benchmark called RAMspeed SMP was chosen. It is a benchmark designed
to test the memory and cache speed of a multiprocessor machine running UNIX-like (Uniplexed
Information and Computing Service) operating systems. It is written in C and assembly versions
are available to tackle compatibility issues.
The benchmark consists of integer and floating-point tests. The user can freely choose what to
test. The tests have been categorized in different memory operations: copy, scale, add and triad.
Copy is the simplest as it copies memory from one location to another. In scale mode the contents
in one memory location is multiplied with a constant before it is moved to another location. In
Add mode two memory locations are read, they are added together and placed in a third location.
Triad is a hybrid of add and scale. It reads data from one memory location and multiplies it with
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a constant, then reads another location and adds it to the first data. This value is then written to a
third location. [26]
3.4.4 Hard disk tests
To test the hard disk a test called Dbench was chosen. It is written by Andrew Tridgell and Ronnie
Sahlberg. The purpose of the test is to generate I/O workloads to a filesystem. The intended purpose for this test is to stress test a server to see how many clients it can handle before starting to
lag. But it can also be used to test the read and write capabilities of a hard disk.[27]
3.4.5 USB port speed test
The high-speed camera is connected to the computer through USB-connection. If the connection
is too slow, the high-speed image transfer cannot happen, and the framerate needs to be lowered.
This test was carried out by starting the camera API which measures the maximum USB speed
before it starts the camera. This approach was chosen because it tells reliably how the real hardware is performing instead of using a made-up measuring scheme that has nothing to do with the
real application.
Each computer was tested by starting the camera three times and calculating the average value.
3.4.6 Power consumption
In the test are chosen three computers aimed at different markets. When looking only at the hardware benchmarks, false conclusion can be easily drawn. For this reason, power consumption must
be considered as an important factor in benchmarking the systems. Jetson TX2 and Odroid XU-4
power consumption was measured by connecting a storage oscilloscope to the power input terminals and measuring voltage and current to gain power. Thinkpad T470s did not have this possibility so its internal battery was charged full and then let run empty while running a performance
test. Power consumption was calculated from the known fact that the battery has 49,5 Wh of
energy when fully charged. The computer was connected to an external monitor to eliminate the
internal monitor from using energy. The other two systems were also connected to an external
monitor, which takes its power from another source.
3.4.7 Test results
The exact same tests were run on all three systems. Before each test session the computers were
restarted and the only program opened was the Linux shell, from where commands to Phoronix
test suite were given. All computers were running with default speed settings. Below is a table
with the test names and their versions. No results were uploaded to openbenchmarkings.com.
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Table 5. Used test programs

Test suite
Phoronix test suite

Version
9.6.0
Test version

Benchmark
version

QGears2

-

1.0.1

GLmark2
RAMspeed SMP
Dbench
Ximea API
Power consumption

276
3.5.0
4.0
-

1.1.0
1.4.3
1.0.0
-

Test name

Settings
CPU-based raster + OpenGL +
Gears + Image scaling
1920x1080
Test all options + Test all options
1
See chapter about this test

When analysing the tests, it is important to note that the three computers are very different. Thinkpad is a full featured computer while the two others are handheld, power saving devices meant
for mobile use. In the figure below is the average power consumption when the devices are running the GLmark2 benchmark. When Thinkpad is performing only mediocre comparing to TX2,
it is consuming 4 times more power.

Power consumption [W]
Lower result is better
40

35

35
30
25
20
15
10

8,9

8,5

Odroid XU-4

Jetson TX2

5
0
Thinkpad T470s

Figure 12 Power consumption comparison while running GLmark2.

In the CPU tests Thinkpad was a clear winner. It outperformed both other devices with a big
margin. Results are in figure 13.
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CPU, QGears2 [fps]
Bigger result is better
1200
1000

986,98

800
600
400

247,88

200

80,21

46,29

0
Thinkpad T470s

Odroid XU-4
ImageScale

Jetson TX2

Gears

Figure 13. CPU test results

In GPU benchmarks was found two unexpected result. TX2 won the ImageScale test in QGears2,
as seen in figure 14. This is due to TX2 being optimized for image processing and the GPU is at
its best. It also took a big lead in the GLmark2 test, as seen in figure 15. Odroid XU-4 comes very
far behind. This is expected as it is a much slower device whilst being still very capable.

GPU, QGears2 [fps]
Bigger result is better
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0

1644,48

1540,33

596,2
203,96

Thinkpad T470s

Odroid XU-4
ImageScale

Figure 14. GPU test QGears2

Gears

Jetson TX2
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GPU, GLmark2, 1920x1080 [points]
Bigger result is better
1400
1170

1200
1000
800
600

400

282

200

17

0
Thinkpad T470s

Odroid XU-4

Jetson TX2

Figure 15. GLmark2 results

In the RAM speed benchmark TX2 was almost as fast as Thinkpad. This is a very good result
compared to power consumption. Results are below.

RAM, RAMspeed [MB/s]
Bigger result is better

Add, Intger
Copy, integer

20000

Scale, integer

18000

Triad, integer

16000
14000
12000

10000
8000
6000

4000
2000
0

Thinkpad T470s

Odroid XU-4

Jetson TX2

Average,
integer
Add, floating
point
Copy, floating
point
Scale, floating
point
Triad, floating
point
Average,
floating point

Figure 16. RAM test results

In hard disk speed comparison Thinkpad took a clear win with three times faster result. This is
the awaited outcome because it has a fast SSD (solid state drive) and using SATA3 (serial advanced technology attachment) connection. The two other devices have very fast memories for
small computers, but they are still far behind power hungry computers. Results below.
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Dbench, 1 client [MB/s]
Bigger result is better
100

94,12

90

78,2866

80
70
60
50
40

32,4221

30
20
10
0
Thinkpad T470s

Odroid XU-4

Jetson TX2

Figure 17. Hard disk performance test

A USB speed test was made because the high-speed camera uses it to interface with the computer.
All three computers gave good results. Figure below.

USB port speed [MB/s]
Bigger result is better
400
395
390

385
380
375
370

Thinkpad T470s

Odroid XU-4

Jetson TX2

Figure 18. USB speed benchmark

3.5 Choosing the most suitable computer
The most suitable computer for the high-speed camera needs to be small, have low power consumption and be fast enough to perform the video encoding and decoding while keeping up other
tasks on the device. To be able to find out which of the three candidates is the best, tests were
carried out. Most of the tests are made with the help of Phoronix test suite. The USB speed test
was carried out with the cameras Ximea API, that measures the USB speed and scales it to the
fastest safe level for taking a video.
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The most suitable computer for the high-speed camera system is Nvidia Jetson TX2. It is a good
compromise of processing power, small size, and small power consumption. It is widely used,
and the community support is excellent both from end user side and manufacturer side. With the
possibility to design own or use readymade motherboards, the usage possibilities are endless, and
the device is very flexible. The GPU is very fast, and it will be usable for many years even if
higher computationally intensive features are needed from the camera system. When looking at
the speed benchmarks in chapter 3.4.7 it is amazing how fast the RAM is. It is equally fast as a
full featured laptop. Graphics performance is also excellent considering how small the power
consumption is. When comparing TX2 to Odroid it is astonishing how big the performance difference is. Odroid is far superior in one aspect: price. TX2 costs about four times more than
Odroid.
Odroid XU4 would also be suitable for the camera project but it has some fatal drawbacks compared to TX2: It is at the end of its life cycle and there are problems with the USB 3 communication. It wins TX2 in price. But expandability, ruggedness, GPU performance and support are behind TX2. If the drawbacks were not present, Odroid XU4 would have been a serious competitor
to TX2. The other drawback is that the computational power is sufficient for a slow software but
it would never be the market leader.
Thinkpad T470s would also be suitable for the project but it is physically too big, the price is too
high, it is clumsy, and the full keyboard is unnecessary. From performance point it would be a
very good choice. This computer was added to the comparison even when the result was known.
But it gives an insight of the speed difference in a fully featured computer and in a small-scale
embedded system.
Below is table 6 which is complimentary to table 5. In table 6 the criteria are put to numbers and
the most suitable computer is found out. TX2 takes the win, Odroid is second and T470s comes
as last.
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Table 6. Computer comparison with grades

Lenovo Odroid- Jetson
T470s
XU4
TX2

Comments

Operating system

5

5

5

T470s can also run Windows but it is not a requirement.

Screen resolution

5

4

4

All devices fulfil the criteria. Odroid and TX2 can
be upgraded with better displays

Screen size

1

5

5

T470s screen is too big to be handheld.

RAM size

5

2

5

Odroid RAM ammount is limited.

RAM speed

5

5

5

Hard disk size

5

3

4

Hard disk speed

5

5

5

Power consumption

1

4

5

T470s is consuming significantly more power than
the two others.

Keypad

1

5

5

T470s has a full keyboard, which is not desired

Price

1

5

4

T470s costs many times as much as TX2. Odroid
on the other hand is many times cheaper than
TX2

Size and weight

1

5

4

T470s is very thin but otherwise too big. The others can be put in smaller enclosures. No devices
weight too much.

Score total

34

43

47
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4 NVIDIA JETSON TX2
In this chapter is gone through what the most suitable computer really is. Its history and purpose
are covered and how the device works. The most critical parts, like the CPU, GPU and IO (input
and output) are covered.
4.1 History and use
Nvidia launched its line of small but very capable computers in 2014. It was named Nvidia TK1
and can be seen in picture of figure 19. The device was not particularly faster than other SOCs in
terms of CPU speed. The feature that made the device stand out and to be much more capable
than other similar products is the GPU, which is very fast and can be programmed with the same
libraries as desktop computer GPUs. This made the device accessible to programmers, who were
already familiar with Nvidia’s CUDA libraries.

Figure 19. Nvidia Jetson TK1 development kit

The main uses for Nvidia’s SOCs are to do graphically demanding computation, like robot vision,
self-driving cars and picture and video manipulation. This could easily be achieved with a standard laptop computer but one more thing that makes these computers unique is that they use very
little power. The TK1 needs only 1 – 5 W when operating. The newer devices, TX1 and TX2 use
up to 15 W of power at full speed. But in normal operation the power consumption can be as low
as 1 W.
[11, 12]
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Jetson TX 2 was announced in 2017 as the fastest single board computer from Nvidia. It had an
update CPU, GPU, RAM, and other features compared to the predecessor TX1. TX2 is the same
form factor as TX1 and it can be used with the same add-on boards. TX2 was announced in four
different version: developer kit, TX2 4Gb module, TX2 module, TX2i module. The developer kit
includes a TX2 module preinstalled on a mini-ITX (Information Technology eXtended) motherboard. The motherboard has common connection ports such as HDMI, WLAN (Wireless LocalArea Network), SATA, USB 2.0 and 3.1, SD card reader, IO-ports, a camera, WLAN and many
more. The development kit is intended to be an easy way to get started developing with the TX2.
[14, 15]
TX2 4 Gb and TX2 are the same products except that TX2 has only half the RAM and memory
of the TX2. TX2i is same as TX2 but it is meant for rugged environments. Below in figure 20 is
a comparison of the modules. [13]

Figure 20. Comparison of the different Jetson TX2 modules [13]
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4.2 Processor
The Jetson TX2 features one physical ARMv8 processor complex which is divided into two processor clusters: a quad-core ARM Cortex-A57 MPCore processor and a dual core Denver 2 processor. ARM processor is designed for multithreading applications while Denver 2 is better at
single threaded applications. The user can freely choose to use either both processors or only the
other. When one processor is disabled, power consumption is reduced. [9]
The processors clock speed can be changed freely during runtime. The pre-set modes are called
Max-Q and Max-P. Max-Q is the peak of power/throughput curve and is the most power efficient
mode. In Max-P mode all processors and GPU are run at full speed. This mode uses the most
power and gives the best performance. [21]
4.2.1 ARM Cortex-A57 MPCore processor
The ARM processor is a quad-core processor that has a maximum frequency of 2.0 GHz (gigahertz). It consists of four identical implementations of the ARMv8 architecture and is fully compliant with ARMv7. It can execute both 64-bit Aarch64 code and 32-bit Aarch32 code. Below in
figure 21 is a list containing features of the processor. [9]

Figure 21. ARM Cortex-A57 processor features [16]
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4.2.2 Denver 2 processor
The Denver processor is Nvidia’s implementation of the ARMv8 processor architecture. It is a
direct copy with some modifications. The Denver processor is optimized for single threaded programs whereas the Cortex-A57 is specialized in multithreading. Denver runs at a maximum clock
frequency of 2.0 GHz. Nvidia is planning on integrating the CPU directly in the GPU. This minimises latency and makes GPUs faster while minimising power consumption. Below is a list of
features of the processor. [16, 28]

Figure 22. Features of the Denver processor [16]

4.3 Graphical Processing Unit
The GPU in TX2 is a very capable graphics processor compared to other small computers. Its
benefits are among others that it works with the same libraries as desktop GPUs. This leads to
that already made code can be easily integrated and programmers do not have to learn new libraries to be able to interact with TX2. [9]
The GPU contains 256 Pascal cores and the clock frequency is 1300 MHz (megahertz). It is described in TX2 datasheet: “Fully supports all modern graphics APIs, unified shaders and is GPU
compute capable. The GPU supports all the same features as discrete NVIDIA GPUs, including
extensive compute APIs and libraries including CUDA. Highly power optimized for best performance in embedded use cases.” [9]
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4.4 Software platform
The operating system on TX2 is based on Linux Ubuntu 18.04 with an NVIDIA optimized kernel.
The software platform is called JetPack SDK (Software Development Kit), which has an easy to
use graphical interface. JetPack is used with all products in the Jetson family. Through the interface it is possible to install and update the operating system and install or remove components
from TX2. The driver package is called L4T and it includes everything to get a TX2 system up
and running. In figure 8 is the software platform tree. [30]

Figure 1. Jetson series software platform

4.5 Hardware connectivity
Jetson TX2 has a broad range of different connectivity possibilities for hardware devices. During
the development of the prototype a Jetson TX2 Development Kit was used. It is an evaluation kit
containing a small motherboard with some essential connections broken out. Below is a picture
of how the peripherals were connected to the development kit during development of the prototype. The used connections were USB 3, USB 2, GPIO, I2C, HDMI, SD slot and power connector.
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Figure 2. Hardware connections to TX2

A blue line represents the data path and a yellow represents power distribution. Arrows tells in
which direction data or power is moved. One can argue if the keypad and memory card should
also have power lines. They were left out because the power comes from the connector and is
self-explanatory. The data line between battery and motherboard is optional. If a smart battery is
used, the data line is used. But if a generic power bank is chosen, then data line is not connected.

5 High speed camera software code structure and methods
To be able to understand what was done during the coding, a walkthrough of the code is needed.
It is gone through from top to bottom explaining the different functions and code used. First a
snippet of code is explained and then a picture of it is shown.
5.1 The fundamental idea behind the code
A standard C or C++ program consists of libraries, functions, and a main loop. When the program
starts, the libraries, variables and functions are saved to RAM, and then main loop starts. The
loops read the code from top to bottom and then starts again from the top. This is done until the
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program is stopped. In the high-speed camera, a different approach was chosen. In the code is one
traditional main loop but inside that loop are many other “main” loops. Each representing one
mode in the program. This approach is an easy and working solution because the software needs
to be only in mode at a time. There is never an overlapping situation. Below is the code cycle
explained as a chart.

Figure 23. Camera software schematic

When software is executed the “program start” block loads libraries, defines variables and formats
them and loads functions. After this the “main program” starts. There a script is run through the
Linux console, a parallel thread is started and the first picture is drawn on the screen using the
GPU.
Next part is the “Main loop” which is always looping one of the three functions: cameraPreviewMode, where the live camera feed is shown on screen and settings can be changed with the keypad, videoCaptureMode where a video is taken and stored on the memory card and in the last one
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the video can be preview, either playing from finish to end or by jumping one frame at the time
forward or backwards.
Each one of the camera modes consists of a formatting part and a loop. When the mode changes,
the variables, settings, and camera mode is changed according to what the mode needs. It could
be said that each mode is its own program inside a big program.
5.2 Libraries
In the beginning of the code, the needed libraries are included as shown in figure 24. A library is
a set of premade functions. The definitions of the different libraries can be found in appendix A.
On line 18 is the command “extern “C”” which is a direction for the compiler, that the libraries
in the bracket must be compiled as C libraries instead of C++.

Figure 24. Libraries used

5.3 Global and defined variables
After the libraries are specified, the global variables and macros are listed, as seen in figure 25.
The lines that are “#define” are called macros. They are expressions that cannot be changed from
the program. after they are created. [19]
Lines 31 to 34 are very important. They define in which mode the program is: Is it taking a video?
showing the live feed? Or is the user watching a video? Lines 36-40 are the physical button to
control the device. Lines 42 – 45 are used to control the video while watching it. 47-49 are definitions for multithreading and after that it is stated which namespaces the software uses. A
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namespace is needed to clarify to which library a function is part of. This is important especially
in large project with lots of libraries that can have overlapping names for functions. In the end are
some more constant definitions which can be changed during runtime. [20]

Figure 25. Global variables and macros

5.4 I2C communication functions
To get I2C communication working, some functions need to be defined. These are making the
I2C communication usage easier and faster to write. In figure 26 is a function that formats the
I2C and starts it. First the bus needs to be opened as a file. Then a connection is made with a slave
device.
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Figure 26. Function to format I2C communication

In figure 27 is the function to change focus in the liquid lens. The amount to change to is given
to the function and the value is changed accordingly. The value can be between 0-46000. On line
91 and 92 the given amount is changed to a low- and high byte and these are sent to the lens.

Figure 27. I2C to change liquid lens focus

In figure 28 is a function to get the current focus value from the lens. First the low- and high byte
are read from the lens and then they are combined from two 8-bit values to a single 16-bit value,
which is returned.

Picture 28. Function to retrieve the current focus value from the lens

In figure 29 is a function that kills the opened I2C communication. To start it again, figure 26
command must be called.
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Figure 29. Function to stop I2C communication

5.5 GPIO functions
GPIO functions controls the usage of the GPIO pins on the TX2. In figure 30 are the variables for
GPIO ports, in this case the pushbuttons. Each pin on the TX2 has a number and it needs to be
specified to which pins something is connected.

Figure 30. GPIO formatting

In figure 31 is the function that has to be called for the GPIO to start to work. The button are first
exported to userspace with “gpioExport()” function and then the desired type is defined. Type can
be input, output or PWM. Here all ports are set as inputs to read the keypad pushbuttons.

Figure 31. Function that formats the GPIO ports
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In GPIOupdateBtn() function, as in figure 32, the states of the pushbutton are read and stored in
an array “napit[]”. This function must be called constantly to be able to have the most recent status
of the buttons.

Figure 32. Function that updates the state of the inputs

In figure 33 is a function that stops the GPIO communication. This function is called when the
program stops or when GPIO are not needed anymore.

Figure 33. Function that stops GPIO communication

5.6 Multithreading function
The multithreading function takes care of I2C calls and GPIO functions. It is run in parallel with
the main program. This has the benefit that the main program does not need to stop to do I2C and
GPIO communication. Programming is also easier because calls to I2C and GPIO can be almost
completely ignored as they are automatic. It is one big function, and therefore it is cut to pieces
below and explained bit by bit. First piece is seen in figure 34.
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Figure 34. Beginning of multithreaded function

In the beginning of the code there is a possibility to send data to the function with the function
call. This is not used in the program but is implemented in case of future needs. Then I2C- and
GPIO communication is started and I2C communication is verified by getting the lens focus value.
After the initialization is a while-loop which will run until a stop bit (stopThread) is given. Inside
the loop is an if-statement for each pushbutton. If a button is pressed, then program mode is
checked, and something is done according to these inputs. For example, if button 2 is pressed and
camera mode is “videoPreviewMode”, then a PLAY-signal will be sent to the videoplayer.
In figure 35 are the last rows from the multithreading function. There is a usleep-command that
halts the thread for 100 milliseconds. This is good to have so that the GPIO is not polled constantly
at a great speed. The thread is killed when the while-loop for the pushbuttons is terminated. Then
a text is printed with cout and return value is set to NULL. The thread is killed only when program
quits.
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Figure 35. The end of the parallel thread

5.7 Ximea camera functions
The camera is used in two modes throughout the program. First mode is used in live preview: it
takes pictures and puts them in a ring memory. When the memory is full, it deletes the oldest
picture and replaces it with the newest picture. The other mode is constrained mode where a predetermined amount of RAM is allocated, and the camera takes a predefined number of photos.
Then it stops filming. This mode is used when taking a video to avoid skipped frames.
The “cameraFreeRunTrigger()” function is a function to show an image feed indefinitely at a
steady framerate. No images are stored permanently. In this mode it is possible that images are
skipped. If for example the camera is filming at a speed of 150 fps, which means a new photo
every 6,7 milliseconds, but the program requests a photo every 14 milliseconds, then every second
photo is discarded. This is acceptable when the camera picture is shown only on screen and the
pictures are not stored for later viewing.
The function consists of many Ximea function calls that could be said to be unnecessary because
they do not change values to something else than what they are. These are still needed as the
camera settings change throughout the program. Some setting can be by accident in the wrong
state and then the camera system behaviour is undefined, and program does not work as intended.
The next camera function is “cameraSoftwareTrigger”. It is similar to “cameraFreeRunTrigger”
except that in this mode a predefined number of photos are taken. This mode is used when taking
a video. The camera will capture for example 750 images and they will be held in memory until
each photo is processed. This way all images are saved to a video, and no images are skipped.
The last camera function “cameraSetGPIO” represents the configuration of the cameras built-in
GPIO settings. It is used to trigger the filming light. First the GPIO selector is set to port 1. Then
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the function can set different types of triggers when the output is triggered. The trigger is always
the same but there might be exceptions when the trigger needs to be something speciel. For example the output is active the complete sequence when taking one frame. Or it is active only for
a short period of time when frame is exposed.
5.8 Other functions
In this chapter are collected functions that are not categorized in a group but more one time stray
functions. The function as seen in figure 36 checks if an SD card is connected to the computer. It
returns 1 if it is found. First it checks if the file /sys/block/mmcblk2/size is available. It is available
only when an SD card is connected. Then it creates a folder /media/cameraCard and tries to mount
the card to this location. Then it creates a folder “Video” on the SD card. If the folder is present
already, nothing is changed.

Figure 36. Function that finds out if an SD memory card is connected to the computer

Function “createVideo” does two things: it creates a hardware video decoder pipeline and then
opens the OpenCV videoWriter, which enables to create videos of images with the help of the
GPU. If the video would be created using the CPU, then the pipeline would not be needed.
OpenCV could handle it internally.
The ”programStop” function in figure 37 is a collection of functions that shuts down hardware,
software and stops the graphical user interface in a soft and safe way. The function is run once
when the program is closed.
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Figure 37. Function to stop all running processes

5.9 Main loop
The main loop is the working program and it is running in loops forever, until something tells it
to stop. When starting the program, a program parameter can be passed from the command line
to the program in main loop. Below is described the function of the program.

Figure 38. The start of the main loop

When the main loop starts, a bash script “USBmaxMem.sh” is run. Ubuntu allocates only a small
amount of memory for the USB communication by default, so it needs to be maximized to take
many pictures fast. After the script, the parallel thread “gpioI2Cthread” is created and started. The
thread is described in section 6.6. On lines 392-394 a couple of matrixes are created to store
images. On the last lines a font is created to be used in overlay text on the screen.
In figure 39 an OpenGL window is created, and it is drawn in full screen. Then a .png image is
converted to a matrix, it is sent to the GPU and then shown in the newly created window. While
the picture is showing the camera is started with functions described in chapter 5.7. The camera
GPIO is also configured and the camera is set to take pictures at full speed. Then a picture from
the camera is converted to a matrix and the height and width of one image is stored for later usage.
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39. Main loop. Creating of window
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis was all about investigating if it is possible to create a professional high-speed camera
system to be used in filming high-speed machinery inside factories where lighting is bad. The
device is needed to see things beyond what the human eye can see. This is done by taking a highspeed video of the object and watching it in slow motion or frame by frame. The thesis focused
on both hardware and software.
To be able to get a system that the customer, Mill Optics wanted, a list of functional requirements
was decided. It included all the criteria that the device must meet. The criteria were evaluated and
described. Then hardware components were introduced, described, and chosen in the light of the
criteria. The components included everything except the main computer.
Between choosing hardware and comparing computers, the software requirements were described. This included choosing of the coding language, how the software will be written and
what is the code structure and future development possibilities.
Choosing a main computer was an important part in the project. Three computers were compared
with the help of tests using Phoronix test suite. CPU, GPU, RAM, hard disk, USB port and power
consumption was evaluated. Nvidia Jetson TX2 was the winner and it was chosen as the computer
for the project. It is a very capable small form factor computer with a lot of power for future
needs. It is in the beginning of its life cycle and it is lightning fast compared to other small computers.
A working program to use the hardware was written in C++ for Linux. It has a GUI that is controlled by pushbuttons connected to TX2 GPIO ports. The program can show a live feed from the
camera and take 5-second-long videoclips at 150 fps speed. The video can be viewed on the device
and they are saved on a SD memory card. The basic idea behind the code was explained and all
functions and main code was explained in detail.
As a conclusion it is possible to create a high-speed camera system with the chosen components.
The software was written outside of the thesis scope and it was working as expected.
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